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Words to know

• Manga:
  • Japanese comic style, traditionally in black and white. Some manga is found serialized in magazines, but most likely you will find multiple chapters bound in one book. Commonly read from right-to-left, instead of the American-style left-to-right.

• Anime:
  • Anime, simply put, is animation from Japan. It can also be considered animation that emulates the Japanese art style. The format can be a TV series, a mini-series (sometimes called an OVA- Original Video Animation), or a movie.

• Light Novel:
  • A format of Japanese novel in which dialogue is common, prose is short and rarely lengthy, and that can be read quickly. Character illustrations are often included in color pages in the front of the novel, and black and white illustrations are done throughout the novel as well.

CONTINUING OLDER SERIES

Attack on Titan
Blue Exorcist
The Ancient Magus’ Bride
Attack on Titan

2 volumes published in 2017

April 11, 2017
Blue Exorcist & The Ancient Magus’ Bride

Volume 17 due July 4, 2017

Volume 7 due July 4, 2017
CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

Evergreen
Horimiya
Bloom Into You
Dreamin Sun
Evergreen & Horimiya

4 volume series completed in 2016

Volume 9 due October, 2017
Dreamin Sun’

- By the creator of Orange
- Different cover from the original Japanese volumes (this one is cuter!)
- First volume released on May 2, 2017
Bloom Into You

- First volume released February 13th, 2017
- Second volume releases May 16, 2017
- Rated 16+
- LGBT Relationship
NEW VERSIONS OF OLD FAVORITES

Dragon Ball Super
Yu-Gi-Oh Arc V
Boruto
Naruto character stories
Boruto & Naruto character stories

Boruto v. 1 released April 4, 2017

Naruto True Chronicles v. 3, Released March 2017

Naruto Secret Chronicles light novel series – currently there are 5 since 2015.

Naruto: Seventh Hokage and The Scarlet Spring – already Released one-shot manga
Yu-Gi-Oh Arc V
Volume 1 released on April 4, 2017
Volume 2 releases September 5, 2017
A MUST HAVE series
Dragon Ball Super

Volume 1 releases May 2017
Volume 2 releases December 2017!!!
The new hit anime (with over 80 episodes) is based on this manga.
The anime is great for Anime Clubs!
Will be popular with all ages.
POPULAR SHONEN JUMP TITLES

Black Clover
My Hero Academia
Black Clover

Volume 1 released June 2016
Volume 6 releases April 4, 2017
Fantastic adventure series for fans of Naruto and One Piece!
This is going to be a long series!
My Hero Academia

First volume released in 2015

Volume 8 releases May 2, 2017

This is going to be another looooonng series!

It’s AMAZING, the anime is perfect for anime club, and it’s great for fans of One Punch Man.
SCI-FI & FANTASY

Black Bullet
Magia the Ninth
The Water Dragon’s Bride
Black Bullet
Based on a light novel series – which is published in English by Yen On
Volume 1 released September 2015
Volume 4 (completed series?) published in June, 2016
Magia the Ninth

Volume 1 released November, 2016
Volume 2 released February 2017
No release date for future volumes
Fun series that I highly recommend.
The Water Dragon’s Bride

Volume 1 released April 4, 2017

Beautiful art and a setting that is new and refreshing in the manga world.
THE DAILY LIFE OF WITCHES

Flying Witch
Generation Witch
Flying Witch

Volume 1 released March 28, 2017

Fantastic slide of life series

Great for anime clubs!
Generation Witch

Volume 1 releases on July 25th, 2017

In the world of *Generation Witch*, 1% of the population are witches. Most non-magical people look up to these witches and envy their power, but as witches already know, sometimes these abilities can be more of a curse than a blessing. When growing up already requires all the luck and effort a teenager can muster, what happens when you throw spirits, spell circles, and broomsticks into the mix?
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